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ABSTRACT

Most states now require professional engineers to regularly study engineering ethics. Texas, for example, requires one hour of engineering ethics training every year. Most engineering ethics instruction tends to be extremely general and therefore difficult to apply to actual work activities and interactions. To make this instruction meaningful to rotating machinery professionals attending the Turbomachinery Symposium, it was believed that relevant ethics case studies were needed. To achieve this aim, the tutorial leader asked experienced colleagues to contribute real-world machinery ethics case studies they had encountered. The presenters wish to satisfy the state’s requirements for study at the symposium by presenting a combination of basic ethics theory and real-world machinery ethics examples. It is hoped that attendees will be able to apply the basic knowledge gained at the tutorial when coping with ethical issues they will likely encounter in their current and future assignments.

TUTORIAL OUTLINE

- Introduction into Engineering Ethics
- National Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE) Codes of Ethics
- Famous Engineering Disasters
- Ethics Theories
- Rotating Equipment Case Studies
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